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Abstract: We show in principle how to cloak a region of space to make its contents classically invisible or transparent to waves. The method uses sensors and active sources near the surface of the region, and could operate over broad bandwidths. A general expression is given for calculating the necessary sources, and explicit, fully causal simulations are shown for scalar waves. Vulnerability to broad-band probing is discussed, and any active scheme should detectable by a quantum probe, regardless of bandwidth.
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1. Introduction

Recent work [1-4], following earlier discussions [5-7], shows that metamaterials could “cloak” regions of space, making them invisible to electromagnetic radiation. For perfect
invisibility, the wave outside the cloaked region should be everywhere exactly as it would have been if the cloaked region had merely been empty space (or whatever is the “background” medium) instead. As understood in this prior work (e.g., [3]), however, any systems in which the response depends only on the local field can never provide perfect invisibility to broad-band waves. This raises the question of whether such perfect invisibility is ever possible, even in principle. Here we show how perfect cloaking could be achieved at least in a limiting, classical case. Our scheme would measure the waves near the surface of the cloaking volume and excite appropriate surface sources using a novel approach to determine those sources. For such “true” cloaking, each source amplitude necessarily depends on the measurements at all sensing points. We show fully causal simulations for scalar waves, and discuss limitations, including vulnerability to quantum probing.

2. Cloaking and local sources

It is, of course, easy to make an object invisible by building a box around it. The box prevents the wave from getting to the object – the field is excluded from the volume inside the box – and so the wave cannot sense the object. Generally, though, the box itself would still be visible, and so we would always know there was something there. For perfect invisibility, the box should be invisible also. The recent meta-material work [2,3] gives a partial solution to making the box invisible, valid for narrow bandwidths. As an alternative to a box made from some material, we could instead position active sources on the surface of a volume to exclude the wave from the volume by cancellation. (By active sources we mean ones whose value is set as a result of measurements of the wave.) Such an approach is well known in acoustics (see Refs. [8] and [9] for reviews, and Refs. [10-12] for representative recent work), where such cancellation is sometimes called “antinoise” [8]. Typically, however, such sources also change the wave outside the volume, changes we could regard as “scattering” [10,11], and so the presence of this active cloaking is also usually detectable. It is important to emphasize that mere exclusion of a wave from a volume, even by active sources, does not guarantee invisibility of the volume itself.

These problems of cloaking or invisibility are particularly difficult when we require causality; in such perfect, causal cloaking, waves must appear to pass through a volume as if it were empty or transparent space, even with no advance knowledge of those probing waves. If our method relied on such advance knowledge, an adversary could simply change the probing wave without telling us and then discover our attempted cloaking. In this causal case, no general solution is apparently known even in acoustics for making a volume invisible, though recent work has used some advance knowledge together with control loops to minimize scattering [10,11].

A key point to understand is that there is no material with which we can coat our volume to provide perfect invisibility – there can be no perfect “invisible paint”. Recent work [2, 3] shows that a shell of meta-material could achieve cloaking for monochromatic electromagnetic waves. Meta- and conventional materials all have essentially local response, however; the sources excited at any point in the material by waves depend only on the wave at or very near to the same point. Any approach based on such local response is easily discovered in principle using transmission of a pulsed probe, even for materials with broad-band response. A simple causal argument proves this, as illustrated explicitly in Fig. 1(a).
The direct path, $d_{\text{straight}}$, through the volume in Fig. 1(a) is necessarily shorter than any path, $d_{\text{outside}}$, round the surface. If we exclude any wave propagation through the volume, the soonest any wave can get to the far side, and, with purely local response, the soonest any sources on the far side can respond, is through the longer path, $d_{\text{outside}}$. Hence it is not possible to reproduce the correct form of the pulse just on the far side of the volume. No matter what response we choose for the material or locally responding sources on the far side of the volume, the “transmitted” pulse must be delayed at least in part, leading at least to some distortion. There would always be some kind of “shadow” region in which a “transmitted” pulse is at least changed. Those changes allow us to detect any attempted cloaking based on locally responding materials or sources. This argument is changed in detail but not in substance if the cloaking material or sources have finite thickness. No locally responding material or sources can perfectly cloak the volume. Equivalently, any cloaking by any locally responding material will always give rise to some scattering.

A solution in principle to perfect invisibility is known in acoustics [9], but it requires advance knowledge of what the incoming wave would be on the surface if the volume and its cloaking material or sources were simply replaced by empty space. This is not therefore a causal solution; we will describe this result later, and we can call it “predetermined cloaking”. The practical and fundamental problem is that any locally responding sources (whether active sources or responses of materials) around a finite body always change (or partially scatter) the wave, as we can see in the “shadowing” in Fig. 1(a), and so such an approach can never be perfect if we insist it is to be causal.
Hence, if perfect causal cloaking is to be possible, it must require non-local sources, that is, sources whose strength depends on the wave amplitude at other points. (Non-local impedances have recently also been considered for acoustic waves [12], though only for a monochromatic case.) The core question is whether we can deduce, in a self-consistent and causal manner, what those sources should be. Below, we provide a general solution to this problem, showing how such sources can be chosen, and we demonstrate the resulting cloaking numerically for the case of scalar waves.

3. Excluding scalar waves from a volume

Consider first how to exclude a scalar wave from a volume \( V \) based only on surface sources deduced from local values of the field at the surface \( S \). We presume that, in the region outside the volume \( V \), the wave \( \phi \) is propagating subject to the usual homogeneous scalar wave equation \[ \nabla^2 \phi - (1/c^2)(\partial^2 \phi / \partial t^2) = 0 \] where \( c \) is the wave velocity. To exclude the wave from the volume, we can now add sources to the surface of the volume (formally giving an inhomogeneous equation). For scalar waves of local amplitude \( \phi \), for example, point sources of strength \( -\partial \phi / \partial n \) per unit area and dipole sources oriented perpendicular to the surface and of strength \( \phi \) per unit area on \( S \) will exclude the field from the volume [8,9,13-16]. Here \( n \) is in the direction normal to the surface and outward from \( V \). Formally, the initial conditions on this problem are the (mathematically) known initial incident field. The surface sources will formally be retarded and will obey the radiation condition. Such sources function as “perfect absorbers” for scalar waves; on a large planar surface, for example, such sources would give exactly no reflection of a normally incident plane wave.

Note also that, if such a set of sources \( p \) will exactly “stop” a wave on the outside of a surface \( S \) to give no wave inside \( S \), then the sources \(-p\) would exactly recreate that same wave starting on the inside of the surface \( S \); this is the same as saying that the sources \( p \) generate a wave that exactly cancels the original wave inside the surface \( S \). Note that such sources work for stopping and creating waves; sources constructed by the above prescription make no explicit distinction between these two processes.

Hence, we could imagine a scheme as in Fig. 1(b). Pairs of sensors some small distance \( h \) outside \( V \), oriented perpendicular to the surface \( S \), are aligned with corresponding pairs of sources straddling \( S \), with, for simplicity, the same separations \( s \) in each pair. The difference between the measured waves at these two sensors gives the wave gradient \( \partial \phi / \partial n \), and their average gives the amplitude \( \phi \). We emulate dipole sources per unit area with appropriate opposite values on the two sources in a pair, and can also choose to emulate a point source by assigning half of its value to each of the elements in the source pair. Then we get a particularly simple formula for calculating the resulting inner and outer source amplitudes \( p_{in} \) and \( p_{out} \) respectively based on the inner and outer measured wave amplitudes \( f_{in} \) and \( f_{out} \) respectively from the corresponding sensor pair, namely

\[
p_{out} = \frac{f_{in} \delta a}{s}; \quad p_{in} = -\frac{f_{out} \delta a}{s}
\] (1)

where \( \delta a \) is the effective element of area on \( S \) “occupied” by a given source pair.

If the source and sensor pairs are sufficiently dense, such an active “quasi-cloaking” scheme of local measurements and resulting driven sources on \( S \) does indeed exclude all waves from the volume \( V \), as can be seen in the simulation in Fig. 2(c). But it does not make the volume invisible; the transmitted wave on the far (right) side of \( V \) is significantly changed [compare the original wave with no cloaking in Fig. 2(b)]. We see the kind of “shadowing” perturbation in the field that we would have expected from the argument in Fig. 1(a). Though we could not see inside \( V \), we could deduce at least that there is something on the surface \( S \).
Though the sources eliminate the wave inside $V$, they do actually influence the wave outside $V$, even though these are the sources we would expect to use for a “perfect absorber”.

4. Method for calculating sources for true, causal cloaking

To see how to achieve “true” cloaking, we first write the relation between waves and sources in a more general linear algebra form valid for any kind of linear wave. We represent the wave (at all times and places) as a vector of values $\mathbf{f}$, and the values of the various surface sources (at all times and for all the different sources near the surface $S$) as a vector $\mathbf{p}$. The sources that eliminate the waves from inside $V$, as in the quasi-cloaking scheme above, can then formally be deduced from the local measured wave values through a linear operator $\mathbf{C}$ that is local in both space and time, i.e.,

$$\mathbf{p} = \mathbf{Cf}$$

(2)

The above relations, Eq. (1), are an example for scalar waves of the relation Eq. (2). Equation (2) as it stands gives the sources for quasi-cloaking. Explicitly, we could construct a vector $\mathbf{f}$ that contained, in order, the values of the wave at the inner and outer sensors for each sensing pair for each time of interest. $\mathbf{C}$ could then be represented by a diagonal matrix with elements alternating between $+$ and $-$ $\delta a/s$ (where $\delta a$ is possibly different for different source pairs). The result $\mathbf{p} = \mathbf{Cf}$ would contain, in order, the values of the sources at the outer and inner source points for each source pair for each time of interest.

We can also usefully define the (retarded) free-space Green’s function operator $\mathbf{G}$, which gives the wave everywhere in response to some source. For example, for scalar point sources, $\mathbf{G} = \delta(|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s| - c(t - t_s))/4\pi |\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_s|$ where $\mathbf{r}_s$, $t_s$, $\mathbf{r}$, and $t$ are respectively the source position and time, and the position and time of interest for the resulting wave. $c$ is the wave velocity.

Now imagine that we added on the surface $S$ a set of sources that is chosen to be always exactly equal and opposite to the sources $\mathbf{p}$, i.e., sources $\mathbf{p}_v = -\mathbf{p}$. Since there are now no net sources on or near the surface, the wave $\mathbf{f}$ is everywhere exactly as it was before, i.e., it is simply the original incident wave $\mathbf{f}_{inc}$, i.e., now $\mathbf{f} = \mathbf{f}_{inc}$. The sources now calculated on the basis of the local wave amplitudes, $\mathbf{p} = \mathbf{Cf} (= \mathbf{Cf}_{inc})$, would therefore be the sources that, on their own, would exactly stop the incident wave, cloaking the volume, and leaving the wave otherwise unchanged; these sources, $\mathbf{p} = \mathbf{Cf}_{inc}$ are the ones that would give “predetermined” cloaking [9]. If we could deduce such source values on their own (i.e., without the cancelling sources $\mathbf{p}_v$), as a result of causal measurements, we would therefore have solved the problem of true cloaking. The question is whether we can deduce them in a causal fashion.

The wave $\mathbf{f}$ that leads to these sources is the sum of the wave generated by the sources $\mathbf{p}$, the (exactly opposite) waves generated by the sources $\mathbf{p}_v$, and the original wave. Hence, what we can do, instead of actually having the sources $\mathbf{p}_v$, is merely to calculate what the wave would be from the sources $\mathbf{p}_v$, and mathematically add it to the signals from the sensors when setting the sources $\mathbf{p}$. The wave from such (now virtual) sources would be $\mathbf{f} = \mathbf{Gp}_v = -\mathbf{Gp} = -\mathbf{G}\mathbf{Cf}$. Adding that virtual wave to the real wave at the sensors, we therefore should set our sources for true cloaking to be, with $\mathbf{I}$ as the identity operator,

$$\mathbf{p}_{true} = \mathbf{C}(\mathbf{f} - \mathbf{G}\mathbf{Cf}) = \mathbf{C}(\mathbf{I} - \mathbf{G}\mathbf{C}) \mathbf{f}$$

(3)

Mechanistically, we have therefore added a calculated amount $-\mathbf{G}\mathbf{Cf}$ to the measured $\mathbf{f}$ when determining the values of the sources to put on the surface. Note this “true” cloaking calculation is non-local; operating with $\mathbf{G}$ on $\mathbf{p}_v$ adds the effects from all these virtual sources at all the different points on the surface at the relevant prior times (we formally are integrating or summing over $\mathbf{r}_s$ and $t_s$).
Equivalently, in the language of scattering, because we can know the sources on the surface at all prior times simply by noting them down as our causal interaction evolves, we can calculate the scattered wave from all prior sources. That scattered wave is \( G_p = G C f \), and hence we can correct any subsequent sources by subtracting an amount \( C G C f \) so as to cancel the scattered wave, as in Eq. (3). To the extent that our calculation points in time are close, we can make this cancellation in principle as close to perfect as we wish. Cancelling the scattered wave leaves the wave outside the volume as the original wave. In essence, in a fully self-consistent manner, we have calculated rather than physically propagated the wave through the volume (though this is a slight understatement – we have also compensated for all the scattered waves from the surface sources).

5. Causal simulations for scalar waves

In Fig. 2, we show a simulation of the cloaking. A short pulse wave, approximately Gaussian in time with an amplitude full width at half maximum (FWHM) of \( \sim 16.7 \) units, is traveling from the left and is focused towards the center. The wave velocity is one unit of distance per unit time, and there is one unit of time between each step of the simulation. Here, we construct a spherical cloaking volume of radius 20 units, distributing 3,264 source pairs.
approximately evenly in angle, and, at a radius $h = 2$ units further out, at the same angles, corresponding pairs of sensing points, with pair separation along the radii of $s = 0.1$ units for sense pairs and source pairs. The pictures show the resulting wave values on the equatorial plane of the sphere. (Note that the method described here is not, however, restricted to spherical surfaces.) We need finite separation $h$ between sources and sensors because we are approximating distributed sources per unit area with lumped source pairs, and the sensors consequently have to be separated from the sources by an amount comparable to or larger than the lateral separation of the sources for such an approximation to work.

To give some sense of dimensions for this example simulation, suppose we choose distance units of 1 cm in the simulation. Then we have a 40 cm diameter spherical cloaked volume with sensors 2 cm outside that sphere, and with an area of $\delta a \sim 1.54 \text{ cm}^2$ “occupied” by each source pair on the sphere surface. If we consider ordinary acoustic waves in air, with a sound velocity of $\sim 340 \text{ m/s}$, then the time units are $(1 \text{ cm})/(340 \text{ m/s}) = 29.4 \mu \text{s}$, the time taken to propagate sound across the sphere would be $1.18 \text{ ms}$, and the pulse amplitude FWHM would be $\sim 0.5 \text{ ms}$ in this simulation, corresponding to frequency bandwidths in the kHz range.

We proceed step by step in time in a fully causal simulation using measured wave values to calculate the corresponding source values. For the “quasi-cloaking” case, the value chosen for each source at the current time is based only on known current wave measurements at the local sensors. For the “true cloaking” case, we use the local wave measurements together with the scattered wave correction as in Eq. (3) (i.e., $-Gcf = -Gp$) calculated from the prior source amplitudes that we have recorded from previous steps in the simulation. In calculating the wave values from given sources, we linearly interpolate between the two time delays that bracket the actual (non-integer) time delay associated with the distance of interest between source, measurement, or graphing points. We also allow 2 units of time for the information from the sensors to propagate the 2 units of distance to the corresponding sources.

We chose to perform this simulation by calculating, at each time step and each sensor, the waves from each source, at an appropriately retarded time, using the Green’s function $G$. Note that we did not use a finite-difference time-domain approach, avoiding a calculation mesh and any possible problems with real source boundary conditions. The incident pulse was also directly generated by an explicit shell of sources to the far left rather than by defining a pulsed wave itself.

Because of the finite distance $h$, the cloaking calculations are necessarily approximate; we measure the wave at a finite distance from $S$, rather than exactly on $S$. Though no information is required to flow faster than the wave velocity in this simulation, we do presume instantaneous calculation in this example. Figure 3 shows the resulting pulse as a function of time at a point $P$ (Fig. 2) that is 29.5 units to the right of the center of the volume.

Here we see that the pulse is significantly distorted on the right after passing “through” the cloaked volume for the “quasi-cloaking” (local calculation) case. In time, it acquires a long tail extending $\sim 40$ units beyond the original pulse, which is consistent with the wave having to propagate a longer distance round the volume $V$ to stimulate the sources on the right hand side. The approximate “true-cloaking” (global calculation) case shows some small delay and a small negative tail. This delay and tail result from the finite actual delay in the wave propagating up to an additional 2 units out to the sensing points and a further 2 units for that information to propagate back to the sources. If in this simulation we set up the values of the sources on the surface based on prior knowledge of what the unperturbed wave should be on the surface (“predetermined cloaking”), then simulations with the same number of sources show essentially perfect cloaking of the volume, with a transmitted pulse indistinguishable on the scales of Figs. 2 and 3 from the original wave; the minor discrepancies for the
approximate “true cloaking” in Figs. 2 and 3 do not result from the finite number of sources used, but rather from the finite separation between sensors and sources.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 3. Simulated wave amplitude as a function of time \( t \) at a point \( P \) on the \( x \) axis 29.5 units to the right of the center, as shown in Fig. 2. Solid line – unperturbed wave. Dashed line – approximate “true cloaking”. Dot-dashed line – approximate “quasi-cloaking”.

Note that, in both the quasi- and true cloaking cases, the shielding of the field from inside \( V \) is quite effective, and there is little if any backward scattered wave. Hence, from a practical point of view, both methods could provide good cloaking against reflective probing (as in typical sonar or radar). Both methods also do exclude the wave from the volume.

6. Discussion

6.1. Sources for cloaking of electromagnetic waves

With the scalar waves we have considered so far, we have been able to use a simple, exact result in which specific surface sources can terminate or generate any wave. The corresponding mathematical result is known also for electromagnetic waves [13]. In that case, at least for everything other than static electric and magnetic fields, the appropriate surface sources involve surface current densities based on measured values of the two components of the magnetic field in the local plane of the surface, and surface magnetic current densities based on the corresponding two measured in-plane electric field components. Magnetic current densities are physical (even though magnetic monopoles apparently are not), and can be emulated by electrical current loops (or solenoids) with the loop axes in the local surface plane and with appropriate time-varying currents. With the in-plane \( E \) and \( H \) components thus determined, Maxwell’s equations then determine all the changing components of the fields perpendicular to the surface, so no other sources are then required for time-varying fields. (Static electric fields can also be handled with the addition of electric charge on the surface, though static magnetic fields are more difficult because of the physical absence of magnetic monopole sources.) Hence, at least in principle, we can construct a similar operator \( C \) with real physical sources on the surface for time-varying electromagnetic fields, and the process of cloaking could otherwise proceed analogously to that above for scalar waves. Note that we now have twice as many sensors and sources (two electric and two magnetic sensors and sources at each point on the surface) as in the scalar case; we would expect this since now we have to be able to handle two distinct polarizations of fields. If we were to set up a simulation analogous to the scalar simulation above, but for electromagnetic waves in free space, and
take a similar 1 cm distance unit, and hence a 40 cm diameter volume, the time unit would be ~ 33 ps, and the pulse width would be ~ 0.55 ns, corresponding to GHz bandwidths.

All of the sources discussed so far are based on classical generation and detection of wave amplitudes. If we consider waves in the optical domain, it is not clear whether in practice we could take such an approach, though nanoantennas are becoming a possibility. Any quantum mechanical sensing and sourcing would have to be phase coherent with the incident waves.

6.2 Propagation and calculation time

As noted, our approximate “true” cloaking simulation has assumed no additional calculation delay, and also implicitly presumes that the information can propagate across the inside of V at least as fast as the wave velocity outside. For slowly propagating waves, such as acoustic waves, we could send the information at higher speed inside V along wires or optical fibers around the inside of the surface S, leaving a clear, usable cloaked volume, and still have time for calculations. For electromagnetic waves in a vacuum, however, it could be difficult to make the calculation delay small compared to the time taken for light to propagate across the volume; also, to avoid excessively perforating the volume with wires, beams, or waveguides, we would certainly have additional propagation delay for information flowing through the volume. Such cloaking would be detectable in transmission with pulses of length comparable to the sum of the additional delays involved. Whether such an approach is then usable depends on the bandwidth or length of the probing signals.

6.3 Quantum detection of cloaking

In general, such cloaking schemes could also be detected by quantum mechanical transmission probes. Consider an approach similar to the BB84 protocol for quantum key distribution [18,19]. There, the presence of eavesdropping by “Eve” in an optical mode between “Alice” and “Bob” can be detected as a result of quantum mechanical collapse onto eigenstates. Eve’s measurement of the incident photon to extract information necessarily gives such collapse, and, because of the no-cloning theorem [20,21], she cannot guarantee to restore the original quantum mechanical superposition if she wants to retransmit the photon on to Bob; by random choice of basis representations by Alice and Bob, such collapse is easily detected as an increased error rate.

Since our active cloaking scheme involves measurement of the incident field, it too cannot avoid such collapse, and so any attempt at such cloaking of a volume by “Clovis” can be similarly detected. Even if Clovis is merely implementing a cloaking scheme that has to compensate for loss (as might be the case in meta-material implementations), he cannot do so without similarly creating errors because the no-cloning theorem [20, 21] prevents him from replacing the lost photons with ones in the same general quantum mechanical state.

Note, though, that in cloaking, in contrast to eavesdropping, Clovis has no need to know in a classical sense what the incident field is; as long as the volume is cloaked, Clovis need not classically record the state of the incident field. This speculatively leaves open the possibility that the calculations perhaps could be performed by some quantum computer, avoiding the necessity of quantum mechanical collapse, though the now quantum-mechanical sensing mechanism would need to be loss-less; any actual loss is easily detected classically, and any amplification to overcome loss is easily detected quantum mechanically. Note also that if Clovis is to be quantum-mechanically invisible to the outside for electromagnetic radiation, thus becoming a kind of “dark matter”, then, for immunity to quantum probing, the outside must be invisible to him – he must not measure the incoming radiation.
7. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have discussed how non-local response is required for true cloaking of a volume. In “quasi-cloaking”, where the sources depend only on local values of the wave, the cloaking can be detected through the distorted transmission of a pulse of length comparable to or shorter than the volume (or by another signal of similar bandwidth). Because materials all have local response, no “invisible paint” is possible for true, causal cloaking. Even quasi-cloaking does, however, apparently give good invisibility to reflective probing.

We have shown how to achieve true cloaking based on wave measurement, giving a general formula, applicable in principle for any kind of linear wave, for how the necessary surface sources should be calculated. We have verified the concept with fully causal simulations for scalar waves. Cloaking for slowly propagating (e.g., acoustic) classical waves has no problems in principle, though cloaking for broad-band electromagnetic waves in a vacuum is challenging because there is little or no additional time available for any calculations or extra propagation. We have discussed also how any schemes that rely on measurement or that have to make up for losses should be detectable with a quantum transmission probe.
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